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Abrtmct: An intramolecular DNA triple helix incorporating a disulfide cross-link has been synthesized. Potassium 
pcrmanganate footprinting and UV melting analysis demonstrate that the cross-link inawscs the confommtional stability of 
this novel triplex at physiological pH and Wg2+] relative to the unmodi&d sequence. 

Molecular recognition of B-DNA through triple helix formation has provided the basis for construction of novel 

sequence-specific repressors of protein-DNA binding3 along with sequence-selective nucleasm4 To achieve greater 

specificity in these reactions, nzcent investigations have focused on elucidating the conformational and thermodynamic 

parameters that characterize this structural motif. 5 These studies often employ sequences that fold intramolecularly, 

due to their enhanced stability and simplified stoichiometry relative to triplexes formed by the association of three 

independent DNA oligomers.6 While significant advances have been made in elucidating the properties of 

intramolecular triplexes, these efforts have been complicated by the conformational heterogeneity of some sequences 

near physiological pH.k In particuhr, folding of canonical pyrimidineqwine-pyrimidine triplexes (py*pu-py; dots = 

Hoogsteen hydrogen bonds, and dashes = Watson-Crick base-pairing) requires protonation of the cytosine N-3 

positions, and the Hoogstezn strand of such triplexes can dissoci 

Several approaches to stabilize the conformation of py’pu- 

py triplexes have recently been described. These methods 

include the use of intercalating ligands covalently attached at the 

terminus of the Hoogsteen strand,98 photochemical cross- 

linking of the triplex,ga-c and modified bases that bind either by 

intercalating into the Watson-Crick duplex or by mimicking the 

protonated state of the Hoogsteen cytosine.10 We have recently 

found that incorporation of disulfide cross-links into nucleic 

acids can stabilize DNA and RNA secondary structures without 

imparting structural perturbations.lla-d Here we present the 

extension of this methodology to stabilize an intramolecular 

py*pu-py DNA triple helix against thermal and pH-induced 

denaturation under physiologically relevant conditions. 

In previous studies, we incorporated disulfide cross-links 

in DNA by bridging the N-3 positions of a terminal T-T 

: from the major groove near pH ‘7.7~8 
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mismatch with mercaptoethyl linkers. l la-d However. this strategy is not applicable to cross-link a triplex structure 

because the thymidine N-3 positions of a T-A-T triplet are involved in hydrogen bonding to the purine strand.1 lhlc 

While a T*T-A triplet brings the two thymidines into proximity, the N-3 of the purine strand thymidine remains base- 

paired to the opposing a’deoxyadenosine. In a TOT-A triplet, however, the C-5 position of the purine strand 

thymidine faces the Hoogsteen thymidine N-3 in the major groove. Thus, synthesis of a DNA oligomer containing N- 

3-thicethylthymidine (N-3s)llc at the 3’end of the Hoogsteen strand and C-5 thioethyl-2’deoxyuridine (C-5s)lz at 

the opposing site on the Watson-Crick purine strand will position the thiols to form a disulfIde cross-link. 

We selected a 34-nucleotide long sequence designed to fold intramolecularly into a DNA triple helix for study 

due to characterization of a related triple helix by Hliner and Dervan. 6d The DNA sequence incorporating N-3S and C- 

5s was prepared on a 1 urnole scale using a Millipore Expedite synthesizer with the thiol-modified bases protected as 

t-butyl mixed disulfides (Figure 1). 13 In preliminary experiments we compared triplex formation of unmodified 

sequence 1 and r-butyl disulfide-modified sequence 2 as a function of pH to determine the optimal conditions for 

oxidative cross-linking.Ild At pH 6 in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 0.5 mM MgCl2,14 the CD spectra 

of both 1 and 2 show negative ellipticities of comparable intensity at 2 13 mu, characteristic of DNA triplexes. l5 This 

result suggests that the linkers do not interfere with binding of the Hoogsteen strand in the duplex major groove. 

Titrating to pH 8, the optimal pH for the oxidation reaction.Ild causes both triplexes to unfold to hairpin structures, 

resulting in positive ellipticities at 213 nm. Even in the presence of higher [Mgz+] (e.g.. 5 n&I) which is known to 

stabilize DNA triplexes,e*l6 the CD spectra indicate that at pH 8 the Hoogsteen strands of 1 and 2 are not bound in the 

major groove. Therefore, as a compromise between optimal conditions for cross-linking and triplex formation, we 

performed the cross-linking reaction in PBS containing 5 mM MgC12 at pH 7. Following deprotection of 2 with 

dithiothreitol,l2 air oxidation for 24 hours provided a near quantitative conversion to 3 as judged by reversed-phase 

HPLC. 

x7 G %I G T31 T2G x34 
1: X,Y=T 

. . . . . . . 2: X = N3SS-bBu 

T 21-26 
Y = C-SSS-z-Bu 

G-12 3: X-N-3S ~ 

Y=C-5s I 

Figure 1. Sequence of the disulfide cross-linked intramolecular DNA triple helix. After folding to a 
triple helix the alkylthiol tethers are positioned to form a disulfide bond between the 3’-terminus and the 
Watson-Crick purine strand. 

Potassium penuanganate footprinting provides a sensitive assay for involvement of the Hoogsteen strands of 1 

and 3 in triplex formation.~~17 Extensive permanganate reactivity is observed for 1 at both pH 6.0 and 7.4 in PBS 

containing 0.5 mM Mgz+, with reactivity of the thymines increasing with proximity to the 3’-terminus (Figure 2A). 

Even with [Mg2+] = 5.0 mM, the thymine bases on the Hoogsteen strand of 1 are reactive at pH 7.4 (Figure 2B). 

These results are consistent with fraying of the Hoogsteen strand out of the duplex major groove, presumably 

concomitant with deprotonation of the Hoogsteen cytosine residues. By contrast, the corresponding thymine bases of 

3 remain significantly protected even at pH 7.4. 

The UV melting profiles of the unmodified sequence 1 are biphasic where the fit transition at -15 ‘C 

corresponds to dissociation of the Hoogsteen strand from the hairpin duplex, and the second transition at 64 “C 

represents melting of the duplex to a single-stranded coil. By contrast, 3 exhibits monophasic thermal clenaturation, 
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with a Tn, of 52 ‘C, the disulfide cross-link stabilizes binding of the third strand by -40 “C relative to 1. The 

relatively minor loss of protection for 3 towards KMnO4 at higher pH, combined with the increased thermal stability 

suggests that the cross-link effectively locks the third strand into the major groove. 
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Figare 2. KMnO4 footprinting assay. 60s The extent of protection for the Hoogsteen thymines T32, 
T31, and T29 were determined by comparison with the reactivity of loop thymine T24 as an internal 
standard. The presence of the disulfide cross-link does not considerably alter the pattern of KhhO4 
reactivity for the Hoogsteen strand relative to 1, suggesting that it does not significantly disrupt or distort 
the native triplex geometry.lg Results similar to those for 1 are observed for the parent sequence.@ (A) 
0.5 mM Mg2+ and (B) 5.0 mM Mg2’. 
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Figure 3. UV thermal denaturation. Melting curves were obtained at a rate of 0.5 “CAnin in PBS, pH 
7.4, containing 0.5 mM Mg2+. The melting profile for the parent sequenc& is similar to that observed 
for 1 (data not shown). 
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the site-specific incorporation of a disulfide cross-link into an 

intramolecular DNA triple helix provides conformational stability towards pH-induced and thermal demuuration. 

Preliminary NMR experiments indicate that 3 remains conformationally homogeneous at pH 7.4 and 37 ‘C. Gther 

disulfide linkers, of greater and shorter length, are currently being examined for their influence upon triplex 

stability.12 This research extends the applicability of our cross-linking methodology from hairpins and duplexes to a 

higher order DNA conformation, and affords the opportunity to investigate further the conformational, dynamic, and 

&umodynamic properties of pyqxt-py triplexes under more physiologically relevant conditions. 
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